Opportunities for Greater Depth/Challenge
Research into Swalwell history - choosing an area e.g. school , research, presentation of
information, timeline, comparison of photographs then/now, use of census

SPRING 1

TASC wheel/Blooms questions. Opportunities for Mantle of the Expert
TASC wheel: structures and bridges DT project (compare, contrast, explain, analyse,
debate, examine, create, invent, design, justify, assess, evaluate)
Mantle of the Expert: Further develop work on Victorians. Establish a workhouse: local
factory has closed down. Create landscape/town plan; plot location of workhouse; investigate food - costings; size of workhouse; how will they make money - jobs; cameo
of families.

Overview
Study of Local History and Geography

Eng
Debate, discussion text
Non-chronological report, newspaper recount, biography
Class Novel: Skellig

Maths
Use of scale on maps
Statistics: Bar charts and line graphs
Outcomes and Impact
Computing
Scratch (or similar program)
Control

History

Art

Music

Hi2/2.2 Extended chronological
study

Art 2.1, 2.2, 2.3

Mu 2.1, 2.2, 2.3


Local dialect songs - folk/
traditional



William Shield and Auld
Lang Syne



Landscape art



Use of sources - artefacts,
census, photographs



Local landmarks



Changes over time



Use of watercolours



History of Swalwell Primary



Sunsets



History of Swalwell Village



Silhouettes



Famous/local heroes

Geography

Science

Ge2/1.1 Locational Knowledge


Use of maps and atlases



Geographical features of local
area, how does that effect
where residents live etc

RE

PSHE & Citizenship

PE



Changes in land use over time

Christianity:

Going for Goals

Games



4 and 8 point compass

Belief

Goal-setting

Mini basketball coach



motivation

4 figure grid references

Scientific Skills
What is a fair test?
Use of bar charts/line graphs/tables to
show results, interpretation of
data

Design Technology
Structures - bridges and towers

Visitors/Visits

Design and make a new bridge to
cross the River Tyne.

Walk in Swalwell: Pipe Bridge - To establish link between Victorians and local history

Accuracy of recording

Bridge requires a mechanism to
open it to allow boats to pass
through/under
Use of pulley, cogs etc for movement

Language
Change, historical, geographical, evidence, source, census, residential, farming,
industrial, Ordnance Survey, grid reference, village, town, city, county, valley, fell, hill,
river, direction, compass, Derwent, Tyne

